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The measurement 

• two high-pT jets with cone size R 

• large rapidity separation Δy 

• veto on additional jet activity with 
kT > Q0 in solid angle COUT  

• Q0 >> ΛQCD 
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F igur e 7. Gap fract ion as a funct ion of ∆ y for various pT slices. The dijet system is defined as the

most forward and the most backward jets in the event . The data are compared to the hej and powheg

predict ions in (a). The rat io of these theory predict ions to the data are shown in (b). The data and theory

are presented in the same way as Fig. 3.

verse momentum. A part icularly st riking feature is that the parton-level hej predict ion has too

lit t le jet act ivity and too large a gap fract ion at large values of pT / Q0. This means that the hej cal-

culat ion is missing higher order QCD effects that become important as pT / Q0 increases, i.e. those

effects that are provided by a t radit ional parton shower approach. However, hej does describe the

data well as a funct ion of ∆ y when the dijet system is defined as the two leading pT jets in the

event and those jets do not have a value of pT that is much larger than the veto scale.

In most of the phase-space regions presented, the experimental uncertainty is smaller than the

theoret ical uncertainty. Furthermore, the experimental uncertainty is much smaller than the spread

of LO Monte Carlo event generator predict ions. This data can therefore be used to constrain the

event generator modelling of QCD radiat ion between widely separated jets. Such a constraint would

be useful for the current Higgs-plus-two-jet searches and also for any future measurements that are

sensit ive to higher order QCD emissions.
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GAP FRACTION : 

dijets events surviving veto / total dijets events  

ATLAS Collaboration, 2011 



Comparison to QCD calculations 
• regime of interest for this talk:  < 270 GeV   (+3)
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F igur e 7. Gap fract ion as a funct ion of ∆ y for various pT slices. The dijet system is defined as the

most forward and the most backward jets in the event . The data are compared to the hej and powheg

predict ions in (a). The rat io of these theory predict ions to the data are shown in (b). The data and theory

are presented in the same way as Fig. 3.

verse momentum. A part icularly st riking feature is that the parton-level hej predict ion has too

lit t le jet act ivity and too large a gap fract ion at large values of pT / Q0. This means that the hej cal-

culat ion is missing higher order QCD effects that become important as pT / Q0 increases, i.e. those

effects that are provided by a tradit ional parton shower approach. However, hej does describe the

data well as a funct ion of ∆ y when the dijet system is defined as the two leading pT jets in the

event and those jets do not have a value of pT that is much larger than the veto scale.

In most of the phase-space regions presented, the experimental uncertainty is smaller than the

theoret ical uncertainty. Furthermore, the experimental uncertainty is much smaller than the spread

of LO Monte Carlo event generator predict ions. This data can therefore be used to constrain the

event generator modelling of QCD radiat ion between widely separated jets. Such a constraint would

be useful for the current Higgs-plus-two-jet searches and also for any future measurements that are

sensit ive to higher order QCD emissions.
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pT >> Q0   

the standard NLO + parton shower approach 

fails to describe the data 

resumming BFKL type logarithm 

(HEJ approach) does not help 

Andersen and Smillie (2011) 

• resummation of emissions of soft 
gluons at large angle needed 



Gluon emission at large angles 
• insensitive to the collinear singularity 

not taken into account in parton showers 

when pT >> EOUT, one can 

resum the soft logarithms 

 

 

 

while requiring that the energy flow 

into the inter-jet region is less than EOUT 

• resummation of soft emissions 

• there are 2 types of soft logarithms: Sudakov logs and non-global logs 

caveat: we identify EOUT with Q0 

but in principle they are different 



Sudakov logarithms 
• emissions from primary partons 

- real emissions allowed for kT < EOUT   

- virtual emissions allowed for kT < pT 

e.g. Oderda and Sterman (1998) 

• the resummation exponentiates 

miscancellation between the 

real and virtual contributions 

large logs 



Non-global logarithms 
• emissions from secondary partons  

the multi-gluon configuration in the 

inter-jet region is complicated 

Dasgupta and Salam (2001) 

one should also forbid secondary 
emissions into the interjet region 

parametrically of the same 

order as the Sudakov logs, 

but not easy to resum 

(no exponentiation) 

 

• simplifications in the large Nc limit 

used to derive 

the BMS equation 



Banfi-Marchesini-Smye equation 
• probability Pτ that the total energy emitted outside of the jet 

cones is less than Eout 

“out” 

“out” 

“in” 
“in” 

Banfi, Marchesini and Smye (2002) 

resummation variable 

differential probability for 
the soft gluon emission 

Sudakov 
logs 

non-global logs 

• analytical insight and numerical solutions are available Hatta and 

Ueda (2009) 



Jet veto cross section in p+p 

• schematically, at LO the gap 
fraction is given by: 

the BMS equation can be generalized to hadron-hadron collisions 

• example channels: 

GAP FRACTION = 

the different color structures impose different powers of the BMS probability 

this is a bit more complicated, not all 

powers of Pτ have the same arguments, 

and also the different possible color 

connections give different contributions 

draw the diagrams in the large Nc limit, 

the number of lines is the power of Pτ 



Comparison to ATLAS data I 
possible selections of the dijet system: “leading pT” and “forward/backward” 

note: running-coupling 

is used, and there is no 

need for the BFKL term 

our LO calculation does not allow to distinguish the two 

cases, we are comparing to the forward/backward selection 

• pT dependence 

good description 

of the data 



Comparison to ATLAS data II 

we do not describe the Q0 dependence, this is expected since for pT ~ Q0 

the soft gluon resummation is not important and we are missing NLO terms  

• Δy dependence 

• Q0 dependence 

good description 

of the data 



What about BFKL logarithms ? 

the exchanged particle has a very small longidudinal momentum: 

the final-state particles are separated by a large rapidity interval: 

• consider 2 to 2 scattering with           (Regge limit): 

initial momenta         and 

final state parametrized by    and 

 using the perturbative expansion      is not the right approach 

• next-order diagram: 

the new final-state gluon yields the factor 
 

this contribution goes as             and 

is as large as the zeroth order in 



Summing large logarithms 
• the relevant perturbative expansion in the high-energy limit: 

: leading-logarithmic approximation (LLA), sums 

: next-to-leading logarithmic approximation (NLLA), sums 

. 

. 

. Balitsky, Fadin, Kuraev, Lipatov 

this is schematic, but the actual summation of the leading 

logs by BFKL confirms this power-law growth with energy 

in practice, NLL corrections are large 

only gluons contribute in the LLA, and the coupling doesn’t run 

• the leading-logarithmic approximation 

n-th order 



Singlet (BFKL) contribution 

• 2-to-2 collinearly-improved NLL BFKL cross section: 

on top of these color octet contributions, the BFKL 

Pomeron exchange could be important at large Δy 

3

x1 and x2 and the perturbat ive scale p2
T Λ2

QC D , which we have chosen as the factorizat ion scale, the cross sect ion

(1) does not obey collinear factorizat ion. This is due to possible secondary soft interact ions between the colliding
hadrons which can fill the rapidity gap. Therefore, in (1), the collinear factorizat ion of the parton dist ribut ions f ef f is
corrected with the so-called gap-survival probability S, which weassumedepends only on

√
s as in standard diffract ive

calculat ions. Since the soft interact ions happen on much longer t ime scales, the factor S is factorized from the hard
part dσgg→gg / dp2

T . This hard cross sect ion is given by

dσgg→gg

dp2
T

=
1

16π
A(∆ η, p2

T )
2

(3)

in terms of the gg → gg scat tering amplitude A(∆ η, p2
T ). The two measured jets are init iated by the final-state gluons

(or quarks), parton showering and hadronizat ion effects will be discussed in the next sect ion.
In the following, we consider the high-energy limit in which the rapidity gap ∆ η is assumed to be very large. The

BFKL framework allows to compute the gg → gg amplitude in this regime, and the result is known up to NLL
accuracy. We note that there exist other QCD-based approaches to compute the jet-gap-jet cross sect ion [15]. Let
us first point out that in general collinear and kT -factorizat ion are two dist inct schemes to factorize a hard process
from a soft process (as is the case for the proton st ructure funct ion F2), and should not be mixed. But the process
we are invest igat ing is different: collinear factorizat ion is used to separate the hard part from the soft part , and
kT -factorizat ion is only used within the hard part itself. It allows to factorize the amplitude A(∆ η, p2

T ) into three
hard pieces: two impact factors defined order-by-order with respect to αS , and the BFKL Green funct ion where a
resummation of leading (and next-leading) logarithms is performed.

Since in our calculat ion the BFKL Pomeron is coupled to quarks or gluons, the BFKL Green funct ion cannot
be used as it is and should be modified. The transformat ion proposed in [5] is based on the fact that one should
recover the analit icity of the Feynman diagrams. It was later argued that this prescripion corresponds to a deformed
representat ion of the BFKL kernel that indeed could be coupled to colored part icles and for which the bootstrap
relat ion is fullfiled [16]. Applying the MT prescript ion at NLL leads to

A(∆ η, p2
T ) =

16Ncπα
2
S (p2

T )

CF p2
T

∞

p= − ∞

dγ

2iπ

[p2 − (γ − 1/ 2)2] exp ᾱ(p2
T )χef f [2p, γ, ᾱ(p2

T )]∆ η

[(γ − 1/ 2)2 − (p− 1/ 2)2][(γ − 1/ 2)2 − (p + 1/ 2)2]
(4)

with the complex integral running along the imaginary axis from 1/ 2− i∞ to 1/ 2+ i∞ , and with only even conformal
spins contribut ing to the sum [17]. The running coupling is given by

ᾱ(p2
T ) =

αS (p2
T )Nc

π
= blog p2

T / Λ2
QC D

− 1
, b =

11Nc − 2N f

12Nc

. (5)

It is important to note that in formula (4), we used the leading-order non-forward quark and gluon impact factors.
We point out that the next-to-leading-order impact factors are known [18], and that in principle a full NLL analysis
is feasible, but this goes beyond the scope of our study.

The NLL-BFKL effects are phenomenologically taken into account by the effect ive kernels χ ef f (p, γ, ᾱ). For p = 0,
the scheme-dependent NLL-BFKL kernels provided by the regularisat ion procedure χN L L (γ,ω) depend on ω, the
Mellin variable conjugate to exp(∆ η). In each case, the NLL kernels obey a consistency condition [12] which allows
to reformulate the problem in terms of χef f (γ, ᾱ) (see also [13, 19] for different approaches). The effect ive kernel
χef f (γ, ᾱ) is obtained from the NLL kernel χN L L (γ,ω) by solving the implicit equat ion χef f = χN L L (γ, ᾱ χef f ). In
[21, 22], the regularisat ion procedure has been extended to non-zero conformal spins and the kernel χN L L (p, γ,ω) was
obtained from the results of [20]. The formulae needed to compute it can be found in the appendix of [21] (in the
present study we shall use the S4 scheme in which χN L L is supplemented by an explicit ᾱ dependence, the results in
the case of the S3 scheme are similar). Then the effect ive kernels χ ef f (p, γ, ᾱ) are obtained from the NLL kernel by
solving the implicit equat ion:

χef f = χN L L (p, γ, ᾱ χef f ) . (6)

Similar NLL-BFKL phenomenological studies have been carried out with Mueller-Navelet jets in hadron-hadron
collisions [21, 22], forward jet product ion in deep inelast ic scat tering [23, 24], and the proton st ructure funct ion [25].
While in the F2 analysis the NLL correct ions did not really improve the BFKL descript ion, it was definit ively the
case in the forward-jet study. In the Mueller-Navelet jet case, NLL correct ions dramat ically change the predict ions,
even more so in the full calculat ion when NLO impact factors are also implemented [26]. In fact , these results cast
st rong doubts on the fact that Mueller-Navelet jets are a good observable to unambiguously observe BFKL effects,
leaving the jet-gap-jet measurement as perhaps the new candidate.

Kepka, CM and Royon (2011) 

• the convolution with the BMS probability is straightforward 

LO impact factors (with Mueller-Tang prescription) 

NLL Green function (with Salam resummation scheme) 

combines   

 and       resummation 



Region of BFKL dominance ? 

suppressed with decreasing EOUT 

suppression bigger at larger Δy 

mildly suppressed with decreasing 

EOUT, independently of Δy 

octet contribution singlet contribution 

the BFKL Pomeron exchange is not needed to describe ATLAS data 

can one adapt the measurement (cuts, coverage) to gain sensitivity ? 



Conclusions 

 

• a new QCD description of the ATLAS jet veto measurement 
 - in the regime pT >> Q0 , standard NLO +parton shower doesn’t work 

 - we propose: LO + resummation of soft gluon emissions at large angles 

 - this is done using the BMS equation with running coupling 
 

• can one extend our calculation to NLO ? 
 - i.e. fold the BMS probability on top of 2-to-3 partonic sub-processes 

 - not clear that this is feasible 

 - if yes, we could attempt to describe both data sets 

 - we should in principle also get a better data description at larger Q0 

  

• sensitivity to the BFKL resummation ? 
 - need lower Q0 (down to 5 GeV) and of course as large Δy as possible  

 - or real jet-gap-jet measurement as was performed at the Tevatron 


